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Abstract 
 
This paper presents a primer for optimizing sound reproduction theory and corresponding technologies.  The primer presents an 

objective basis for evaluating the proficiency of various sound reproduction  technologies in terms of achieving universally accepted ideal state 
objectives.  The primer is framed by its application to a well known industry problem, how to best apply multichannel sound to both cinema 
applications and music-only applications.  It will be shown that while cinema applications utilize sound reproduction technology optimized for 
cinema, “music only” applications remain unoptimized and therefore require a reproduction paradigm optimized for the unique qualities of 
music-only applications.  The primer goes on to establish that a paradigm optimized for music, while unique, retains a constituent part of an 
architecture optimized for cinema, and as a result, a compound rendering architecture is proposed for optimizing both cinema and music within a 
single compound paradigm.  Integral accuracy is selected as an ideal state objective to emulate.  In this paper, integral accuracy is derived from 
simulation theory where “the original event” is often times used as an objective reference standard for evaluating attempted reproductions.  It will 
be shown that a sound reproduction system capable of achieving integral accuracy, when based on an optimization protocol and an integrated 
supermodular architecture, can achieve additional ideal state objectives such as ideal amplification, ideal scalability, integral reconfigurability, 
etc.  Ideal amplification is selected as an ideal state enablement for discussion.  It will be shown that by perfecting soundfield amplification (not 
just signal amplification) and by instituting an integral command and control architecture for controlling a sound field’s macro/micro 
relationships, resonance can be optimized for any given venue and any given piece of content.  A novel method for amplifying the constituent 
parts of an integrated soundfield is presented leading to higher levels of acceptable amplification within a defined space.  Finally a relationship is 
established between consumer edification and the combined effect of integral accuracy and ideal amplification. 
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Introduction 
 
The art and science for sound reproduction have reached a technological and philosophical crossroad.  A choice must 

be made regarding the industry’s ultimate pursuit of the Sonic Holy Grail1. One path leads down the road of multichannel sound 
in its current form, discrete surround sound, where multiple sources can surround an audience, immersing them in a composite 
soundfield, which at times can be very realistic and inspiring—usually in the context of cinema.  However, when it comes to 
music-only applications, surround sound is often criticized for its lack of proper sound staging and its misuse of surround 
channels among other things.  Furthermore, it can be argued that composite2 reproduction paradigms, like stereo and surround 
sound, are rapidly reaching a point of saturation in terms of sound quality innovation.  Consider that in today’s marketplace it is 
difficult to discern a difference in sound quality for musical content when comparing a $10,000 sound system to a $100,000 
sound system. 

 

Contrasting “Cinema Sound” & “Music-Only Sound” 

Characteristics Unique to 
CINEMA SOUND 

Characteristics Unique to 
MUSIC SOUND 

Technological 
Missing Element 

• Audio is supplemental to video • Audio is primary source of stimulation • Special rendering engine for music 

• Realistic sensation is sufficient; “accuracy to every 
detail” is not required 

• “Accuracy to every detail” is critical, at a minimum to 
be used as a reference standard 

• Fully discretized articulation process 

• Fully integrated rendering engine 

• Limited amplification range (limited desire to “turn it 
up” beyond realistic levels) 

• Optimized amplification range (intrinsic desire to 
“turn it up”) 

• Fully discretized amplification process 

• Fully integrated amplification means 

• Moving sound sources and dynamic environments • Stationary sound sources and relatively constant 
environments 

• Compound rendering architecture 

• Broad range of sound sources and special effects used • Relatively narrow range of sound sources and effects • Specialized rendering appliances 

• Because of limited articulation means, resonance is 
unoptimized 

• Because of optimized articulation means, resonance 
can be optimized 

• Fully discretized articulation process 

• Fully integrated rendering engine 

• Intraspace dynamics between discrete wave fields not 
a major factor, especially with limited amplification 
spectrum 

• Intraspace dynamics between discrete wave fields is a 
major factor, especially with optimized amplification 
spectrum 

• Integral command and control means 

• Near field integrated rendering engine 

• A compound rendering architecture for discretely 
rendering near field and far field sources would 
enhance realism 

• A compound rendering architecture for discretely 
rendering near field and far field sources would 
enhance realism and optimize resonance 

• Compound rendering architecture 

Fig. 1 
 

A second path leads to an alternative application for multichannel sound, a more integrated object-oriented approach to 
soundfield reproduction where each object within a sound event can be discretely controlled and rendered according to an 
original event model.  By discretizing a sound event into its constituent parts and separately transferring and rendering these parts 
via distributed control system, perfect analogs of events can be reproduced by reproducing perfect analogs of the constituent 
parts, integrated together in the spatial domain as a function of time and as a function of other parameters dictated by an original 
event model.  Such an approach leads to quantum leap improvements in sound reproduction accuracy, amplification, scalability, 
and standardization, among other things.  It also provides artists with an opportunity for unprecedented copyright protection3,
provides consumers with unlimited personalization options, and enables a means for standardizing the sound reproduction 
process according to objective criteria. 

While it seems obvious which path should be chosen, impedances to a massive paradigm shift are present, commercial 
factors like requirements for “new content formats”, “new hardware”, and “new content delivery means”.  The Optimization 
Primer for Sound Reproduction (OPSR) presented in this paper establishes a basis by which such a shift can be justified—a 
reconstitution of the entire recording and reproduction chain, optimizing all functions, protocols, and technologies, first in the 
theoretical domain, then the technological domain, and finally translated into the commercial domain where a case will be made 
for commercial viability, even in terms of consumers having to purchase new hardware and adopt a new content format. 

This paper will demonstrate that current state-of-the-art paradigms are intrinsically unoptimized, and because of their 
inability to be fully optimized, they limit the sound industry’s ability to achieve ideal state objectives.  For instance, virtually all 
state-of-the-art recording and reproduction paradigms require that original sound source signals be “mixed” at some point in the 
chain, usually during the recording process, to create a composite signal for use when reproducing an original sound event.  
Because of such mixing, the optimization function for “source definition” during playback is limited.  Each discrete original 
source can not be separately controlled or discretely rendered during playback.  This limits scalability, amplification, and 
configurability, among other things. 

 
1 For an overview of the characteristics comprising the Sonic Holy Grail, refer to the Integral Transference white paper, Integral Transference of Acoustical Events:  A Modular Approach for 
Deconstructing and Reconstructing Sound Events for the Purposes of Reproduction.
2 Discrete sound source signals from an original event are mixed together to form a composite signal as opposed to a more integrated means where discrete source signals are segregated 
throughout an entire recording and reproduction process. 
3 Copyright protection for artists is based on the fact that a revolutionary new rendering engine will require new hardware in order to process code that has been encoded/decoded in a novel way.  
The copyright protection can be built into the hardware, requiring authentication coding for a piece of content to play in the novel player.  Code that has been copied, but not authenticated cannot 
be played.  The encryption is in the authentication coding which can be variable and not subject to copy. 
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The OPSR enables several novel approaches for overcoming the deficiencies intrinsic to many of today’s state-of-the-
art paradigms.  For instance, a compound rendering architecture is presented, establishing a solid basis for optimizing sound 
reproduction in terms of multiple rendering engines being integrated together, each engine optimized for rendering the physical-
acoustical dynamics for a specific reproduction perspective (e.g. near field, far field) or a specific type of source (e.g. percussion 
instrument, vocal) or other rendering parameters that might be defined by an original event model. 

Typically advanced theories like ambisonics and wave field synthesis utilize perimeter architectures when synthesizing 
wavefronts, neglecting the fact that near field sources propagate a more discrete, well-defined wavefront, while far field sources 
arrive at a reception point as a composite, plane wave wavefront.  Perimeter architectures are very good at producing composite 
soundfields, and with some savvy signal processing the perception of near field and far field sources can be manipulated.  But 
such architectures are unable to produce an array of point source wavefronts, such as a plurality of musical instruments in concert 
with one another, each propagating a discrete wavefront with full directivity characteristics in the near field.  A separate 
rendering engine comprised of a plurality of object-oriented articulation appliances, each one customized for rendering precise 
physical-acoustical dynamics for a specified type of source (musical instruments in this case), is required for this type of 
perspective accuracy. 

In addition, this paper will demonstrate that in order for optimum amplification of musical events to occur, an object-
oriented fully optimized reproduction architecture must be applied so that each source within a given musical ensemble can be 
separately amplified in a way that optimizes the amplification process for each object’s given wavefront.  It will be established 
that integrated amplification, with full directivity controls for optimizing the intraspace dynamics among a plurality of sources, 
can lead to a variable means for optimizing the resonating qualities of a given venue for a given piece of content.  A more 
eloquent distribution of power throughout a sound space, via an integrated rendering environment, will prove to be one of the 
killer applications for sound reproduction technology based on this approach. 

Ultimately, commercially viable technologies are based on a set of acceptable compromises to ideal state conditions 
resulting in a generalized version of a given paradigm’s ideal state.  This paper will demonstrate that current state-of-the-art 
paradigms are not based on ideal state conditions and as a result the compromises introduced by such technologies are quite 
different in nature and scope than the compromises introduced as a result of generalizations made to a theoretically ideal 
paradigm.  A careful analysis of how these compromises can differ helps to establish a new curve dynamic in terms of plotting 
cost against sonic improvement (see Fig. 2). 
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When an input-output function is fully discretized a process control function for managing the discretized data through 
a series of transfer and rendering processes is of utmost importance.  This paper proposes a fully integrated process control 
function capable of harmonizing and optimizing all phases of a recording and reproduction chain.  Also included is a novel 
design function for deriving generalized systems that benefit from the salient merits of a fully-optimized system, but are scaled 
back in certain areas to allow for commercial viability.  Important to this design function is the establishment of an evolutionary 
architecture for expanding a commercial system from its introductory level forward to a fully-optimized system without 
obsoleting early system components.  A case will be made for early adoption of the novel technologies presented based on the 
modular nature of the OPSR paradigm and its propensity for hybrid systems.  It will be substantiated that entry-level hybrid 
systems can produce quantum leap improvements in sound quality over existing sound reproduction technologies.  Furthermore, 
it will be demonstrated that the proposed technologies based on OPSR can be both backward and forward compatible. 
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Primer Architecture 
 
To better understand the merits of a fully optimized sound reproduction paradigm and the commercial viability of its 

applications, the primer has adopted a basic architecture for defining current state-of-the-art technologies, ideal state-of-the-art 
technologies, and a resolution package for reconciling the two states in a commercially viable manner (see Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3 
 

If, in accordance with the graph above, it can be stated that A is where we are now in terms of sound reproduction 
technologies, and C is where we would ultimately like to be, then we can let Z represent the deficiencies between A and C ,
leaving B to be defined as a resolution package for resolving Z, resulting in C . With this formula B , the resolution package, 
can be established as a valuable commodity if indeed it can lead directly to C , especially if it can do so in a commercially viable 
manner, a thesis substantiated by this paper. 

The derivation of B comes from knowledge of both C and A and a theoretical basis for reconciling the two in terms 
of resolving Z.  B is derived by working the optimization equation in reverse, first applying technological solutions to the ideal 
state C , then reconciling C and A in a devolutionary manner so that B is comprised of technologies that are compatible with 
both A and C , resulting in backward and forward compatibility with existing and future sound reproduction platforms. 

While the OPSR does require new recording techniques and new hardware for playback, it proposes a series of hybrid 
platforms where old hardware and new hardware can be integrated together, allowing consumers to phase in the required 
hardware over time. 

To simplify the OPSR proof, this paper will focus on two aspects of C , integral accuracy and ideal state 
amplification, both leading to a third aspect of C , consumer edification, or (E), and an inherent objective for all sound 
reproduction systems, optimize (E) in terms of cost. A case will be made that by developing a supermodular architecture and 
protocol for achieving “integral accuracy” it is feasible to derive a means for achieving other elements of the ideal state, requiring 
only a novel sonic language to manage the proposed integral command and control system, resulting in a systematic ability to 
objectively define and reproduce any original event analog, whether it be an integral analog, a derivative analog, or any 
prescribed modified analog. 

The OPSR also presents a case for optimizing “compromises” that inevitably must be made to theoretically perfect 
systems, to allow for commercial viability.  It will be shown that currently we are allocating compromises within the domain of a 
theoretically imperfect paradigm (stereo, surround sound, etc.), and that by considering a new theoretically perfect paradigm 
(Integral Transference) based on a fully integrated reproduction platform, a new set of compromises can be allocated in a more 
optimal manner, resulting in a new curve for innovation and commercial applications. 

The supermodular reproduction architecture presented in a companion paper “Integral Transference of Acoustical 
Events: A Modular Approach for Deconstructing and Reconstructing Sound Events for the Purposes of Reproduction”4

establishes a basis by which integral analogs of complex sound events can be captured, transferred, and reproduced.  The 
inevitable limitations introduced by commercially viable technologies can be evaluated in terms of how such compromises limit 
or degrade a given event’s integral analog and how each degradation impacts consumer edification (output) or artistic intent 
(defined input).  A common sonic language can be established to define common compromises in common terms.  Regardless of 
the final form of such a language, the centerpiece of its evaluation is the juxtaposition protocol required to objectively compare 
one event analog to another, or to a given reference analog. 

 
Optimization Template

Once a fully optimized theory is established for achieving a set of fully optimized objectives, an optimization template 
can be applied resulting in a devolutionary architecture and protocol for allocating various generalizations and compromises that 

 
4 Metcalf, Randy. Integral Transference of Acoustical Events. 4 Oct. 2002. 
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might be required for commercial viability.  The devolutionary process can be viewed as a type of sound sculpture which starts 
off as a perfect analog of an original art, but then is chiseled down in size and form for purposes of mass production and other 
commercialization factors.  In the field of sound reproduction, a given paradigm may require various levels and degrees of 
compromises, each one taking away some of the qualities of an original piece of art. 

This process is as much about defining art as it is about reproducing art.  Current state-of-the-art technologies use 
signal analogs to define the art of sound.  However, as previously mentioned, signal analogs are almost always partial analogs of 
a given source (integral spatial characteristics neglected) and most certainly are partial analogs of a  given event (object-oriented 
discretization neglected).  Without fully describing a piece of art by way of an integral source analog and/or an integral event 
analog, it is fallacious to expect that an integral event analog can be reproduced from a compromised captured analog, or from an 
unoptimized rendering architecture. 

For instance, it is common practice for a recording studio to use mono or stereo signals to represent a captured 
wavefront produced by a given source, e.g. a musical instrument.  This process compromises a given source’s integral spatial 
characteristics (e.g. 3D wavefront), resulting in a partial analog of an original source’s integral output.  Furthermore, such signals 
representing compromised wavefronts are usually then mixed with other compromised wave front signals to form a composite 
compromised wave front signal, compounding the nature of the distortions.  In the past, such compromises have been accepted by 
consumers and the industry as a necessary tradeoff between accuracy and commercial viability.  However, as additional channels 
and increased bandwidth become more available and affordable, it is likely we will see more integrated, higher definition 
rendering engines being applied to sound reproduction in response to such limitations being lifted. 

The OPSR helps establish a basis for defining and evaluating compromises in an objective manner.  Also established is 
an evolutionary means for returning back to a fully-optimized level of an original art once certain technological aspects become 
more economical.  This is an important part of the OPSR architecture and is related to an axiom describing current state-of-the-art 
sound reproduction technology. 

 
General Axiom 

Stereo and surround sound were never designed to achieve integral accuracy, 
only a facsimile accuracy, even with their technologies fully optimized. 

 
It is common knowledge that spatial compromises are introduced early in the reproduction process for both stereo and 

surround sound.  Surround sound can add back some of a room’s spatial qualities, but does very little for the spatial qualities of 
individual sources.  Full scale directivity patterns for discrete sources are not captured and can not be reproduced precisely, only 
approximated.  One problem is that stereo and surround sound’s fully optimized objectives (facsimile reproduction) have not 
been harmonized with the industry’s ultimate objectives, one of them being integral accuracy.  For the objectives themselves to 
be fully optimized, a new set of technologies, or a reconstitution of old technologies based on new theory, must be applied. 
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The graph in Fig. 4 illustrates how at least two types of optimization can occur in an effort to achieve a fully optimized 
ideal state objective.  Vertical optimization is related to the refinement of technologies and components within a given operating 
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paradigm, stereo for instance.  In the stereo paradigm, the industry has experience innovative milestones in signal processing and 
component design elevating the quality of stereophonic reproduction.  However, it can be said that stereo is approaching a fully 
optimized state within its currently defined domain, indicating maximized vertical optimization.  A problem with the stereo 
paradigm is that it lacks lateral optimization in terms of making substantial progress in achieving ideal state objectives.  When 
lateral progress is made, for instance “a fully integrated rendering environment”,  a full spectrum of vertical optimization can 
then take place ranging from low end commercial systems to highly integrated, high end production systems.  The key here is 
that lateral movement on the optimization spectrum must occur before we can expect a new spectrum of vertical optimization to 
emerge.  As stated before, the OPSR proposes significant lateral movement along the optimization spectrum.  The resultant 
vertical optimization can be anticipated.  This is later established as part of a new curve dynamic for improving sound 
reproduction technology (and its impact on consumer edification) as a function of cost. 

Oftentimes the commercial viability of a new paradigm or technology can come down to which proposition  offers the 
fewest compromises for a given cost basis resulting in better quality for the dollars spent.  In order for these types of relationships 
to be evaluated with clarity there needs to be a solid basis for comparing various levels and degrees of compromises to one 
another and to an ideal state model representing a state of fully optimized objectives.  The OPSR presented in this paper provides 
a basis for optimizing and controlling the processes related to sound reproduction in terms of achieving  universally accepted 
ideal state objectives.  Once a specific objective is established, integral accuracy for instance, a model should be made 
representing the complete fulfillment of this objective, the ideal state.  If in this case, integral accuracy is the objective, then all 
attempts at integral accuracy should be evaluated and gauged in terms of compliance or noncompliance with the stated integral 
accuracy objective.  As generalizations and compromises are introduced, they should maintain a protocol of being described in 
terms of how such compromises deviate from an uncompromised model.  An original event’s integral analog can serve as an 
objective reference standard. 

In terms of a template for optimization, an integral analog of an original event can serve as a basis for integral 
accuracy, and an integrated amplification means for amplifying discrete integral analogs can serve as a basis for ideal 
amplification.  However, the OPSR is about more than perfecting accuracy and amplification, it is also about retaining Nth degree 
control and configurability over a fully optimized rendering engine and transfer process.  By operating within a theoretically 
perfect paradigm, in terms of accuracy, it is also possible to establish an objective modification means for altering the dynamics 
of any given object within a playback environment and/or the resonating qualities of a venue itself.  Such Nth degree control and 
configurability establishes a basis for defining and reproducing any given sound event, first in its integral form, then digressing to 
a derivative form or any prescribed modified form.  The template allows for a reproduced sound event to be objectively defined 
in terms of how it compares to an integral form model. 

Ultimately artists will be able to prescribe their intended rendering dynamics for a given piece of content played back 
on a standardized SMIT rendering engine.  An artist “intent model” can then be harmonized with a calibrated rendering engine 
standardized to the OPSR protocol for both authoring tools and rendering applications (see Fig. 5).  Of course consumers will 
also want the right to modify these dynamics to their liking.  It will be up to an artist to decide whether or not controls over such 
artistic rendering decisions are unlocked.  A constructive optimization template is essential for managing a series of complex 
issues such as these.  The OPSR optimization template helps establish a basis for a common sonic language useful when 
harmonizing sound reproduction objectives and means.  It also establishes a basis for standardizing the technologies needed to 
actualize such objectives. 

 
Flowchart for Transference of Artist Intent 
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The Nature of  A

A C

B

Current
State of the Art

Ideal
State of the Art

Resolution Package

Z

Z = Deficiencies

Unoptimized

Optimization Spectrum

Fully Optimized

 

Since A is representative of the current state-of-the-art for sound reproduction, it would require an entire paper, if not a 
book, to cover the technologies and innovations related to A . This paper is interested in the constitution of A primarily because 
of the need to reconcile the technologies of the future with the technologies of today—a key part of the resolution package B

presented later in this paper.  It is also helpful to understand key deficiencies within A in terms of framing B ’s ability to 
overcome such deficiencies.  Fig. 6 lists some of the deficiencies common to A -related technologies, each one degrading an 
integral analog model of an original event in its own manner.  However, for the purposes of this paper, we will focus on the 
deficiencies in A that result from the concept of “mixing”.

“Z” = deficiencies of A in terms of C

Composite analog is not reconfigurable or rescalable. 

Captured data is a partial analog of original source (not an integral analog) 

Partial analogs are mixed together to form a composite of partial analogs 

Composite analog is amplified as a composite rather than as a series of discrete analogs  
(each one can be separately amplified resulting in an integrated amplified field). 

Near field and far field sources are rendered using a common rendering engine.  While this may be effective sometimes using advanced 
signal processing, it is intrinsically unoptimized. 

Composite rendering of a composite signal requires rendering appliances to be universal in nature to cover the spectrum of source dynamics 
to be rendered (as opposed to customized discrete source rendering) 

Component and system colorations throughout a recording and reproduction process are magnified by the fact that a composite analog is 
impacted as a whole, therefore EQ efforts to compensate for such colorations during playback must be done as a whole rather than as an 

array of discrete analogs each responding to component and system colorations differently and each capable of being discretely equalized. 

Fig. 6 
 

The Mixing Fallacy

Whether we are talking about stereo, 5.1 surround sound, 10.2 surround sound, or any other current sound reproduction 
technology, it is common practice at some point (usually near the front end of the recording and reproduction chain) to mix 
source signals together resulting in a composite mix.  Most discrete multichannel sound systems, like 5.1, utilize their discrete 
channels to process directional components of a composite soundfield comprised of multiple sources mixed together.  That is not 
to say that on occasion a discrete channel will not be used to isolate a single source, but in general, especially for music-only 
applications, the discrete channels are used for envelope and augmentation of a generally stereophonic soundfield. 

“Mixing” occurs primarily because it is mandated by a standard reproduction paradigm, usually a result of limited 
amounts of transmission and rendering channels, and/or limited storage and bandwidth capabilities for a given storage medium.  
Stereo, for example, is designed as a two-channel system, primarily because in the past it offered the best tradeoff between the 
number of channels, spatial qualities, and cost.  As the cost of bandwidth goes down and the storage capacity of media goes up, it 
becomes economical to offer a capability for more channels in a continual pursuit for more resolute sound.  One of the problems 
with today’s state-of-the-art technologies is how these additional channels are allocated.  Should we continue to surround an 
audience with more and more loudspeakers, articulating a given sound event as a composite soundfield, or should we utilize the 
availability of channels in a more object-oriented, integrated manner in addition to using surround sound channels for envelope 
and ambience?  This is one of the questions posed by this paper and answered within the proposed resolution package B .

With current technology, once a set of individual source signals are mixed together to form a composite signal, it is not 
possible to unmix the composite signal back into its constituent parts, at least not in a manner that retains the fidelity of the 
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original signal for each source.  Because of this “once mixed, always mixed” theorem, it is not reasonable to expect a rendering 
engine to discretely reproduce source signals in their original form before they were mixed, much less expect them to be 
integrated together as discrete entities and then conditioned for optimum performance based on a set of preferable macro/micro 
relationships between discrete sources, and between a playback venue and the sources.  The rendering engine cannot be 
optimized in terms of “soundfield definition”, “discrete source amplification”, and a host of other criteria including an ability to 
reconfigure itself based on predetermined criteria (e.g. scaling criteria). 

Furthermore, a fully optimized system would provide Nth degree control and configurability for discrete audio objects 
throughout a transference process including a means for segregated rendering of discrete audio objects.  Combining audio objects 
for generalized composite rendering would be allowable, but a fully optimized rendering engine should be capable of rendering 
discrete three-dimensional objects according to an original event model.5 This is just one example of how today’s paradigms are 
intrinsically unoptimized and how they will remain that way until a resolution paradigm such as the one being proposed in this 
paper emerges. 

The OPSR establishes that Z can be defined as deficiencies within A , either a result of unoptimized theory, 
unoptimized technology, or other compromises that may be required due to the constraints of commercial viability.  One 
proposition made by this paper is that stereo has approached a fully optimized state in terms of its theory and its applicable 
technologies.  Virtually all of the recent innovations for stereo applications have been of the vertical optimization kind.  Stereo, in 
general, is not moving us much closer to ideal state objectives such as integral accuracy, ideal amplification, dynamic scalability, 
etc., regardless of the amount of money spend on a stereo reproduction system.  This leads us to conclude that the stereo 
paradigm is rapidly approaching saturation in terms of innovation and noticeable sonic improvement as a function of cost.  
Surround sound, while adding additional channels for improving sound envelope, is basically following the same innovation 
curve and is often considered a natural extension of stereo.  Intrinsic to both of these formats is the concept of “mixing” and the 
composite reproduction methodology it mandates. 
 
Mixing Does Have a Role

That is not to say that “mixing” has no role in a fully optimized reproduction system.  To the contrary, with SMIT and 
the Integral Transference reference system, artists and sound engineers will be equipped with a more diverse set of tools for 
crafting their art than ever before.  In fact it is likely that the tools themselves will be used to transcend the way an artist currently 
defines his or her work, and the manner by which sound engineers transduce such art into code for mass production.  The key is 
being able to objectively define artist intent in terms of how an artist uses these new reference tools to create original events so 
that such events can be repeated and accurately reproduced. 

Furthermore, “mixing” is entirely appropriate for many sound reproduction applications including environmental 
simulations, ambience of rooms and environments, and most mid field or far field events that have lost their discrete integrated 
nature.  This is one reason why surround sound works so well for cinema.  Ambience, and dialogue within an ambient field, are 
rendered well as mid field and far field events when using a surround sound configuration.  What is not rendered well with 
surround systems is the musical score that accompanies a movie, usually overlayed with dialogue, ambience, and effects.  That is 
not to say that music reproduction in cinema is poor because it is not, in fact, at times, it is rendered extremely well.  The point is 
that the rendering architecture for cinema is not optimized for music-only applications, and because of this, it is inconsistent.  
When compared to a fully optimized system of the future, the musical score produced in theaters today will likely be considered 
muddy and dull. 

Compare this to a proposed compound rendering architecture for cinema where a musical soundtrack can be rendered 
via a discrete, fully optimized rendering engine, probably articulated from the front of a theater as a live orchestra would be.  The 
result would be a musical score that is dynamic and alive, providing audiences with a heightened level of emotional response and 
an increased attachment to the events on screen.  The front dialogue channels and the ambient/effects surround channels would 
operate as usual and can be used to augment the musical score with the addition of desirable ambient effects.  Discrete rendering 
engines such as these can be designed to augment each other according to a host of desirable outcomes. 

The nature of A is such that stereo and surround sound, both composite field paradigms based on “mixing”, are the 
dominant formats used by Hollywood and the film industry.  “Music only” applications have been forced to utilize these 
reproduction paradigms by default.  The OPSR establishes a basis for the emergence of a new paradigm optimized for music and 
cinema.  A catalyst for early adoption of such a novel paradigm shift will likely be the realization of a quantum leap improvement 
in “amplification”.  The OPSR and its supermodular architecture introduces a radically better way to amplify sound and optimize 
resonance within a given sound space.  These are just a few examples of deficiencies inherent to A put into context by 
comparing A to more ideal state objectives. 

Since B was derived to resolve the deficiencies of A , resulting in a means for achieving C , the next section of this 
paper explains the nature of C and why it is so desirable.  This leads to a better understanding of B , and its potential in terms of 
optimizing sound reproduction objectives and ultimately its economic potential as a next-generation sound reproduction 
paradigm. 

 
5 Audio specialists have proposed a variety of point source transducers for diffusing a sound field in three dimensions, but most of these appliances are limited in their ability to reproduce integral 
wave dynamics equivalent to a given original source, and none of them are capable of dynamically altering their rendering dynamics in real time to match the output dynamics of a given source 
analog.  Furthermore, no prior art exists for integrating multiple point source appliances together within a defined space, with control capabilities for controlling the macro/micro relationships of 
the discrete point source events. 
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The Nature of  C
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Background

It is the intention of this paper to view C not in terms of how it can be applied within today’s market dynamics but 
how it can be applied period, regardless of market dynamics.  It will be up to the resolution package B to substantiate market 
viability within today’s market dynamics.  However, it is essential to the OPSR that ideal state conditions be established as a 
starting point for the OPSR-based “ideal state devolution” process, and as an ending point for the “DCO evolutionary process” 
where a basis is established for the technologies of today to evolve into the technologies of the future and ultimately into the ideal 
state, C .

Understanding the nature of C is important for several reasons.  One being that by understanding C we can draw from 
its merits and use it as an ideal state objective.  We can say, “This is what we are trying to achieve, this is how we are going to 
define ultimate success.”  Another reason for understanding C is to assist the OPSR by reconciling the nature of A with the 
nature of C via a resolution package B . As with any process, the harmonization efforts required for such a reconciliation can 
also be optimized in terms of technology, theory, and commercial viability. 

The ideal state for sound reproduction technology can be defined in a variety of ways, optimum edification for a given 
person in a given venue, integral accuracy resulting in an exact duplication of an original event, unlimited reconfigurability to 
allow for changes in context, venues, and personal choices, etc.6 For the purposes of this paper, two aspects of C will be focused 
on, integral accuracy and ideal state amplification. It will be established that all other ideal state objectives can be derived 
from the architectures and protocols needed to achieve these two important objectives. 

 
The Perfect Analog

For sound reproduction, “the perfect analog” can be defined as a representation of an original sound event equivalent 
in every way to a corresponding original event, equivalent in the sense that an exact reproduction of an original event can be 
transduced from a representative analog.  A representation can exist as sound waves or as code representing sound waves.  One 
difference being that the former is a physical phenomenon and the latter usually exists in an electronic or electromagnetic form.  
Both require a rendering engine capable of ideal state transduction from code to sound waves, but one is in a form prior to 
transduction while the other is in a form post-transduction. 

In order for a coded analog of an original event to be derived, a means must exist for tranducing original sound waves 
into coded form.  Conversely, an inverse transduction process must exist in order for a coded analog to be transduced back into 
sound waves.  For a single node analog this process can transpire by taking the input from a receiving transducer (e.g. 
microphone), transducing the received analog wave into electronic form for storage or transmission, then converting the 
electronic form back into a representative sound wave using a sound emitting transducer (i.e. loudspeakers).  Ray Dolby, of 
Dolby Laboratories, states that we have basically perfected this process. 

 
“Some years ago, we reached the point at which we can make the output sound equal the input sound. For 
about a century, we pursued the goal of being able to make a perfect recording, and now that problem is 
solved.”7

This may be true for a single node input signal compared to a single node output signal, but in terms of recreating an 
integral soundfield with full directivity equivalence and precise intraspace dynamics, we continue to operate in a flawed 
paradigm, incapable of reproducing a perfect analog.  Since sound is a spatially dynamic event (sound waves propagate, 
reverberate, then decay), it is important to achieve as much spatial accuracy as possible when reproducing a given sound event.  
An integral sound wave represents full spatial resolution for a given sound source.  A derivative sound wave can be defined as a 
portion of a given source’s integral wave8. The graphic in Fig. 7 illustrates various derivative capture apparatus for capturing part 
or all of a source’s integral sound wave. 

A perfect analog of an audio object includes an object’s propagating sound field in all directions not just in a single 
direction unless specified as such.  It then follows that a perfect analog of a sound event with multiple objects would be 
comprised of a plurality of discrete object analogs integrated together over space and time.  As will be demonstrated, it is critical 

 
6 For a more comprehensive list of ideal state objectives please refer to the Integral Transference white paper . 
7 Godfrey, Joe. “AVweb Profile: Ray Dolby.” AVweb. 26 Nov. 2001 <http://www.avweb.com/articles/profiles/rdolby/>. 
8 Other types of derivatives also exist and are detailed later in this paper. 
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to “the perfect analog” process for events, that each object within a given event be perfected itself and exist as an independent 
integral analog, before being integrated as a function of space and time according to an original event model. 
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Combinations of analogs and other generalizations can be implemented within an optimization spectrum, however the 
design theory for an ideal state reproduction means should commence with a fully integrated, fully optimized, reproduction 
architecture and protocol.  This not only improves both real and perceived definition among sources within a given sound event, 
it also establishes a basis by which each source’s resolution can be optimized (because each source retains a discrete reproduction 
appliance which can be customized for precise spatial and tonal accuracy) and by which a sound space can be more proficiently 
amplified (each source retains a discrete amplification means which can be separately controlled and harmonized with other 
discrete sources within a given sound event). 

Fig. 8 demonstrates how a perfect analog of an original sound event can be degraded or upgraded via varying levels of 
optimization, depending on the degree of object-oriented segregation implemented.  The illustration also demonstrates the nature 
of a stereo analog in terms of its relationship to an original event integral analog.  As additional sound objects within an original 
sound event are segregated and defined, a reproduced analog evolves closer to an original event integral analog.  This modular 
evolutionary approach for building up systems, in the direction of a fully optimized integral analog, is discussed later in this 
paper and serves as an important parameter for commercial viability of technologies based on this approach. 
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Fig. 8 
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A perfectly coded analog of a sound event is of value only if a means exists for transducing the coded analog into an 
integral sound wave.  Conversely, an integral wave rendering means is of value only if a properly coded analog exists to drive the 
rendering appliance.  So in order for reproduction of a perfect analog to be realized, a reproduction means must first extract a 
fully coded integral analog from an original sound source, then feed it to a rendering means for transducing the coded analog into 
an integral sound wave equivalent to the integral state of the original sound wave being reproduced.  Obviously there are 
intermediate processes that can be involved like storage, recall, and a host of signal processing routines, but the transference 
process must start and end with a fully optimized transduction means for transducing original sound waves into code and then 
inversing the process for an equivalent output. 
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Fig. 9 
 

One of the things missing from today’s state-of-the-art technology is a means for transducing a sound event comprised 
of a plurality of sound sources into an “event” analog comprised of a plurality of “source” analogs, preferably in their integral 
form.  Furthermore, what is missing is a means for transferring and rendering a highly integrated “event” analog.  This would 
require a rendering engine comprised of many smaller rendering engines each one customized to render the precise physical-
acoustic properties of a designated sound source, all of this operating in conjunction with a supplemental rendering engine 
specializing in far field reproduction and ambient effects.  There are many other innovations enabled by a fully integrated transfer 
means and rendering engine, most of which are covered in the Integral Transference white paper.  This paper will continue to 
focus on accuracy and amplification as its two examples of ideal state objectives achievable via OPSR.

Why is a perfect analog so important to the sound reproduction process?  For one thing, it is an endgame for accuracy, 
a universal goal of the Sonic Holy Grail.  Also important is the objective reference standard that a perfect analog can provide.  If 
a diagnostic vehicle can capture and model a perfect analog of a given sound event and such a model is then used to reproduce an 
equivalent sound event, it follows that the same diagnostic vehicle that captured and modeled an original event analog can be 
used to capture and model a reproduced event, creating a second analog.  Following this protocol, a reproduced event analog can 
be juxtaposed with an original event analog resulting in an objective basis for quantifying integral accuracy (see Fig. 10).  A fully 
discretized sound event rendered via a fully integrated rendering engine also opens the door to integrated equalization and the 
possibility that cheaper components (but more of them) could be used to produce accurate integral waves, depending on the 
available INTEL9 and the range of equalization tools available. 
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9 INTEL is a form of metadata that can accompany a source audio signal to be used for source identification and rendering instructions for a given reproduction appliance.  For more information 
on INTEL functions, please refer to the Integral Transference white paper. 
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That is not to say that a perfect analog of an original event is what a consumer always wants, but rather that what a 
consumer ultimately wants can be achieved via a system that is capable of producing a perfect analog or any prescribed modified 
analog.  In other words, a modification to an original event’s perfect analog may be more desirable than a non-modified version 
(perfect analog), and therefore what is needed to satisfy such desires is a means for modifying a “perfect analog” in such a way 
that the modification can be defined and reproduced in a predictable manner. 

So how can a perfect analog of an original sound event be achieved?  A foundation for designing and building such a 
means can be derived from simulation theory, after all an ideal state simulation is theoretically a perfect analog of an original 
event.  For example, if an original event consists of a three piece band performing in a recording studio, then an ideal state 
simulation would also consist of a three piece band performing in a studio (see Fig. 11).  The first step for building a perfect 
analog of such an event is to model the physical acoustical properties of the outputs for each discrete sound object, in the above 
example, this would be each of the three musical instruments and the studio. 
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Since sound waves propagate from their origin outwards in all available directions, it follows that a sound source can 
be defined by its propagating soundfield in addition to its physical properties, like physical size, location, movement, etc.  A 
sound source’s outgoing boundary soundfield can be defined as a “micro field”.  A perfect analog of a “micro field” can be 
formulated by capturing and modeling the physical acoustical properties of sound propagating from a given source as a function 
of time, converting the captured properties into a representative code for application in an inverse process where code is used to 
create an equivalent sound event.  This procedure is covered in Metcalf patent no. 6444892.  A “macro field” can be defined as a 
composite field comprised of a plurality of “micro fields” (see Fig. 12).  An ability to control and condition interferences between 
a plurality of “micro fields” plays an important role in optimizing resonance among multiple sources, especially at high levels of 
amplitude, a key feature of the “hyper analog” to be covered in the next section of this paper. 
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When reproducing a perfect analog for an ensemble of sources, each discrete source should retain its own discrete 
analog, each captured separately, stored separately, and reproduced separately.  It can be said that the theoretical model for a 
perfect analog of a compound sound event is moving in the direction of a highly integrated environment where a plurality of 
discrete analogs function independent from one another but are coordinated with one another according to a command and 
control protocol.  Included in these types of compound analogs are secondary objects like room effects and other ambient 
features.  These objects can also be modeled in their integral form and added to a compound analog as discrete elements. 
 
Compound Rendering Architecture

For a reproduced analog to be equivalent to its corresponding original analog, a means must exist for reproducing 
multiple integral analogs covering both primary and secondary sound objects.  Included in this dissemination process are 
rendering perspectives like near field and far field (other perspectives can also exist) and the unique sonic dynamics that each of 
these perspectives retain.  An integral form rendering engine must be capable of reproducing these types of analogs.  The Integral 
Transference paradigm proposes a compound rendering architecture for rendering multiple perspective analogs simultaneously in 
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addition to simultaneous rendering of a plurality of object analogs (“micro fields”).  Fig. 13 illustrates a type of compound 
rendering architecture where the musical analogs can be reproduced discretely in the near field while ambience and other effects 
can be reproduced as a composite wavefront in the mid or far field.  A third rendering engine is illustrated in this example to 
show the expanded capabilities of a compound rendering architecture, in this case a noise cancellation engine is used to augment 
the composite sound field, canceling out some of the unwanted resonance created by the venue itself.  The merits for such a 
diverse integrated rendering engine are numerous, not the least of which is an ability to reproduce integral analogs of original 
sound events, or any desired derivative or modified analog. 
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The configuration capabilities of a compound rendering engine can play an important role in how resonance is 
optimized within a given playback venue.  Consider the following example: 

 
When listening to a performance on a typical stereo CD by a premier vocalist like Enya, a 

consumer should be able to experience spine tingling resonance from Enya’s voice in virtually any normal 
playback venue (home, automobile, etc.), yet most of the time, using standard playback configurations for 
stereo, as volume is elevated, rather than increasing the intensity of her vocal resonance, it often degrades it. 

Multiple factors contribute to the degradation phenomenon but it can be said that much of the 
problem is due to the use of a far field rendering engine attempting to amplify and resonate what really is a 
point source event?  Ideally what should be used is both a near field (point source) rendering means and a 
far field (ambience/reinforcement) rendering means simultaneously.  This compound configuration should 
play a key role in improving amplification in general and resonance as a result of amplification, even among 
low-end priced systems.

Ideally a near field rendering engine should be a compilation of point source events augmented by a far field rendering 
engine for ambience, effects, reinforcement, and/or conditioning.  This more natural approach becomes even more important 
when high levels of amplification are applied.  Resonance reinforcements can be applied via a far field architecture, but the 
primary wavefront should simulate a natural vocal wavefront for optimum realism and natural resonance, especially important at 
high levels of amplitude. 

Compound rendering engines can come in different forms, shapes, and sizes.  Consider the rendering engine proposed 
in Fig. 13.  This proposed rendering engine can be classified as a new type of point source appliance optimized for vocal 
reproductions in this case.  The primary appliance is designed to simulate a high resolution vocal wavefront in terms of point 
source propagation of a modeled wavefront (vocal source for this example).  The model would include filtering dynamics for a 
phased loudspeaker array, simulating magnitude and direction of a hemi analog for vocals, especially important when 
amplification is significantly elevated (optimizing spatial distribution of the original event analog). 
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The secondary appliance in Fig. 14 is designed to simulate resonance reinforcement as a means of augmenting the 
direct sound produced by the primary appliance.  By segregating these two functions, (as opposed to attempting to achieve both 
effects via the same rendering engine using flat panel loudspeaker arrays and signal processing schemes which can be effective, 
but are not optimized), each separate rendering engine can be optimized for its specific purpose.  One engine projects an 
amplified version of a near field, point source wavefront while the other engine is optimized for rendering a composite, flat 
wavefront for rendering reinforced resonance or other ambient effects.  The point source wavefront produced by a primary 
appliance is augmented by an ambient wavefront produced by a secondary appliance which together propagate to an audience a 
compound wavefront.  This type of compound rendering engine does not require surround channels and can be used for public 
address systems in addition to various musical applications. 

Another advantage of a compound rendering engine of this type over traditional methods is an ability to discretely 
change the nature of the resonance or other effects to match a venue’s given dynamics while retaining a pure representation of an 
original vocal articulation.  Furthermore the segregated nature of the rendering engine allows for a more precise means for 
amplifying a vocal track without distortion to the natural wave shape of vocal sound waves.  In other words, the amplified 
wavefront is analogous to a natural vocal wavefront, not limited to a plane wave wavefront produced by traditional loudspeakers.  
Even the use of phased loudspeaker arrays is, at best, an approximation of an original wavefront and the arrays are usually 
structured to control spread and throw, not used to preserve a natural wavefront (vocal in this case), as done by a calibrated 
rendering engine like the one proposed here.  Clever signal processing schemes for simulating point source events do exist, but 
these techniques do not provide equivalent directivity analogs as proposed by the OPSR.   

If a perfect analog of an original event can be captured, transferred, and reproduced, it will be possible to not only 
reproduce reality, but also to improve upon reality in a variety of control and diagnostic ways.  While modifications to reality 
may seem like subjective subject matter, an ability to define and reproduce such modifications can remain objective as long as a 
standard protocol is adopted and used for describing such modifications in terms of how they deviate from a reality model or any 
selected reference standard.  These types of derivative and prescription analogs for sound events are covered in a later section of 
this paper.  The next section however introduces the role of the hyper analog in terms of amplifying and scaling perfect analogs, 
another important aspect of C .

The Hyper Analog

If a perfect analog is defined as an ideal state representation of an original sound event, then the term “hyper analog” 
can be defined as any hyperization function applied to a perfect analog, or any prescribed modification, or any defined input 
function.  Integral hyperization applies to hyperization of a source analog in its integral form and can be defined as “any function 
applied to a sound source’s natural integral wave altering it beyond its natural limitations while maintaining its unique tonal 
properties”.  If a given sound source is modeled in an integral form using a three-dimensional diagnostic vehicle such as the one 
presented in this paper, a hyperization function would be any extension of a source’s natural state model such as amplification, 
attenuation, or macro/micro scaling.  A synthetic source can be scaled up or down according to a playback venue’s specifications.  
It can be amplified or attenuated to levels beyond a natural source’s capabilities. 

Consider for a moment the natural output for a snare drum.  An integral analog for a snare drum can be captured and 
modeled by capturing the outgoing physical acoustical properties of the snare drum in all directions during a given sound event.  
An unmodified hyperization of a sound event’s integral wave would be an exact replication of an original integral wave only with 
increased (or decreased for attenuation) amplitude.  In theory, this represents a perfect amplification of a perfect analog.  Integral 
hyperization ideally occurs first in the modeling domain where a three-dimensional integral model of a given sound source can be 
manipulated beyond the boundaries of its corresponding natural source.  For example, when we model a given sound source’s 
integral output, we can amplify the integral output in the modeling domain to a predetermined level.  The amplified model can 
then be used as a blueprint for engineering an optimum rendering appliance capable of synthesizing a duplicate integral model 
via a synthetic rendering means.  The same process can be applied when scaling a sound source for small applications (e.g. 
automobiles), or large venue applications (e.g. outdoor theaters), and all points in between (see Fig. 15). 
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Within the SMIT architecture and protocol as defined in the Integral Transference companion paper, a hyper analog 
function poses many advantages over traditional methods for amplification and scalability.  For instance, traditionally when 
making music CDs, studios mix the instrumental and vocal tracks into a final composite track either in stereo or surround 
formats.  One problem with such mixing protocols is that the scaled relationships between the separate source tracks are 
permanently coded (the “mix” is not variable).  If a bass guitar is overzealous within a mix for a given playback system it is not 
possible to make adjustments to that track, or any other track, during the playback process.  Frequency level controls are common 
with today’s systems, but this does not provide the same integral control over discrete source dynamics as provided by a fully 
integrated, fully optimized rendering means. 

Furthermore when a playback system’s volume is elevated, all tracks are elevated at the same rate because they are 
permanently mixed and exist as a composite signal, not as a compilation of discrete signals representing discrete objects.  Often 
times, as playback volume levels are changed, the dynamic relationships between sound objects also need to be variable.  Strong 
bass may be desirable at low volumes but as system volume is elevated, the bass may overwhelm other instrument tracks, 
especially in small playback venues, and therefore require rescaling.  Surround sound systems offer bass management solutions 
which indeed can help control some of these dynamics, but it is not the same as having a dedicated track for the bass guitar and 
bass drum where the instruments themselves are segregated, and controllable in terms of rendering dynamics. 

A more ideal case would be a system where each instrument and vocal track is separately transmitted, controlled, and 
rendered so that each one can be rescaled and amplified discretely as a function of system dynamics, venue dynamics, and 
content dynamics.  This is an essential requirement for dynamic reconfigurability of a rendering system and for optimization of 
an amplified soundfield, especially when multiple sources are attempting to harmonize with one other and with a given playback 
venue’s dynamics.  A hyper analog allows for all of these factors to be harmonized in accordance with optimum conditions 
and/or personalized criteria. 

When a plurality of sources are being rendered discretely with each source retaining a separate rendering engine, it may 
be desirable to alter the rendering dynamics of some or all of the discrete sources in terms of optimizing the intraspace dynamics 
between sources.  For instance, it may be desirable to alter the interference patterns between two sources with dissimilar 
harmonics.  This may be especially desirable at high levels of amplitude when interference dynamics become more prevalent.  By 
retaining discrete control over each sound object as a fully integrated system does, it is possible to alter directivity patterns for 
each source in a way that diminishes destructive interference among source outputs and enhances constructive interference, 
according to optimization models that can be established over time through laboratory experiments. 

Fig. 16 illustrates how a group of discrete sound sources occupying an intraspace sound field can be translated into a 
fully integrated synthesized event where each original sound source retains a discrete rendering appliance; or such a model can be 
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translated into a composite rendering appliance still providing integral wave radiation of the intraspace field but doing so via a 
composite EXT appliance.  The filtering dynamics of a composite rendering appliance can be designed to mimic the precise 
output that would result if each source were rendered separately.  Some of the sound field definition qualities and intraspace 
qualities would be lost, but the propagating field would be very similar to a resulting field using discrete object articulation 
means.  In terms of amplifying an intraspace field, a hyper analog can first be determined in the modeling domain and then 
applied to a composite rendering appliance.  A hyper analog of a composite appliance would be very similar to the hyper analog 
that would be achieved from a fully integrated rendering engine.  The OPSR presented in this paper opens the door to a wide 
range of research and development in the field of building and optimizing hyper analogs whether it be for a fully integrated 
rendering engine or a composite point source rendering engine or various combinations of both. 
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In the end, an ideal state hyper analog is about optimizing the distribution of power in the form of sound waves 
throughout a given sound space.  The OPSR establishes that a fully integrated, fully configurable compound rendering engine 
may be the most proficient way to articulate and amplify a given sound event for a given venue.  Furthermore, it can be 
established that by studying the dynamics of an intraspace sound field and how the discrete dynamics for each source contributes 
to it, optimization of a hyper analog can be reduced to the following challenge, “how do we best control and configure available 
assets to optimize the intraspace dynamics of a given sound field and the resonance that results from the dynamics of a given 
venue or sound space?”  A fully integrated transference and rendering process provides the tools needed to deploy such 
optimization.  By achieving integral accuracy and integral hyperization, it is reasonable to expect sound systems, based on the 
OPSR, to achieve nirvana sound experiences on every occasion.  Beautiful content is of course a prerequisite. 
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Background

Since B is defined as the reconciliation of A and C , among other things, it follows that B must be compatible with 
both A and C and preferably will exist in the form of a modular evolutionary architecture that can be expanded and integrated 
over time as resources allow. 

An OPSR companion paper, Integral Transference of Acoustical Events: A Modular Approach for Deconstructing and 
Reconstructing Sound Events for the Purposes of Reproduction, details the technologies and protocols needed to achieve the 
nature of C as outlined in the previous section of this paper.  But B consists of more than a means for achieving C , it is also 
comprised of a means for devolving C in a straightforward fashion to a point where commercial viability can be achieved.  To 
better understand the nature of this process and how various generalizations can be introduced and managed, it is important to 
detail the merits of derivative and prescribed analogs, in terms of how they relate to integral analogs, the reproduction of sound, 
and the Integral Transference paradigm. 

Also covered in B is a modular design function for designing modular components, subsystems, and protocols, 
compiled and configured according to an evolutionary architecture for expanding early commercial versions into advanced 
systems of the future.  One of the propositions to come out of B is that early OPSR commercial systems, even those using low-
cost components, can outperform stereo and surround sound in terms of presenting higher definition, more eloquently amplified 
sound fields, especially for music-only applications.  As an OPSR-based integrated rendering environment becomes more 
integrated (discrete source breakout and discrete source refinement, among other things) cost will increase, but so will sound field 
definition and sound source resolution as a function of cost, unlike stereo and surround sound.  The modular design function as 
presented in this paper, is designed to optimize the management and evaluation of these processes. 

Ultimately B is about achieving the merits of C and harmonizing such capabilities with current conditions A , then 
engineering a path from A to C in a manner that optimizes commercial viability.  The result is a new curve dynamic for the 
sound industry and for consumers. 

 
The Derivative Analog

A derivative analog can be defined as a traceable portion of an integral analog or any standardized reference analog.  
The purpose of defining a derivative analog in terms of an integral analog is to help standardize the process of defining all types 
and kinds of sound events by differentiating any given sound event in terms of how it deviates from an integral form model or a 
reference form model for an event as close to the subject source as possible.  By using this protocol essentially every reproduced 
source can be identified in terms of its compliance or non-compliance with an integral reference source (including full directivity 
standards).  Non-compliance can be objectively defined in terms of how a reproduced sound deviates from its intended integral 
form or any prescribed modified form.  Obviously an integral form diagnostic vehicle must be used to perform such evaluations 
on specific sound sources and the resulting soundfields they produce.  Events can be comprised of a plurality of integral analogs 
which all together constitute an event integral analog.  Event diagnostics can be achieved using straightforward integration 
methods, as presented in the Integral Transference white paper. 

The SMIT architecture along with its integral command and control (ICC) means, creates a situation where virtually any 
form of any sound event can be crafted and reproduced, whether in its integral form, hyper form, or prescribed modified form.  
Within the OPSR paradigm, prescription sound fields, both in the micro field domain and the macro field domain, are now 
feasible based on an SMIT ability to render any sound event according to integral analog data or any prescribed modified data.  A 
requirement for such diversified rendering capabilities will be an integrated command and control system along with an OPSR-
based sonic language for defining art and artistic intent (in terms of rendering preferences).  Artist and sound producers will 
ultimately have more tools for crafting their art and, because of the emergence of proprietary hardware, will have an opportunity 
to protect their art from copyright infringement. 

A key aspect of an OPSR-based sonic language will be a generalization protocol required for commercial viability of a 
fully-integrated approach to sound reproduction.  A derivative analog includes a process for combining sources with similar sonic 
characteristics so they can share a common rendering engine due to limitations that might be imposed on the playback side as a 
result of content delivery formats or other limiting factors.  Fig. 17 illustrates how common horn family sources can be combined 
for group rendering via a generalized rendering appliance. 
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Fig. 17 
 

Fig. 18 demonstrates how a derivative analog for an original event can exist in different forms in terms of establishing 
an optimization spectrum for moving from A to C in the direction of reproducing a perfect analog.  Each time a discrete source 
is segregated from a composite “mix”, the overall sound event moves a step closer to a fully optimized perfect analog, or 
prescribed analog (if a modification to an integral analog is determined to be more desirable or more practical for a given 
situation).  Either way, an ultimate objective is to fully optimize an original event model.  For this example, each discrete source 
breakout brings us closer to a fully optimized integral analog for the given sound event.  This type of optimization spectrum can 
be applied to virtually any sound event that can be captured and modeled according to an integral analog method.  This 
establishes a basis for transferring and rendering original event analogs in their integral form, derivative form, or any prescribed 
modified form. 
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An additional objective for a derivative analog protocol is the harmonization of various processes and routines 
throughout a transference process.  For commercial viability of an integrated rendering environment to emerge, a common 
standard for defining the number of available capture channels, transfer channels, and rendering channels must exist.  Since the 
current state-of-the-art for transfer mediums are DVDs, it is reasonable to expect that seven channels of high-bandwidth data can 
be encoded onto a DVD-A for transferring captured analogs.  One solution could be the introduction of a commercially viable 
seven channel system with each channel dedicated to one of the following musical groups:  1) strings, 2) brass, 3) horns, 4) 
woodwinds, 5) bass, 6) percussion, and 7) vocals.  Each group could utilize a rendering means customized according to the 
composite dynamics of all or most of the sources that fall into each group.  A universal rendering means for each group could be 
designed and fabricated accordingly.  The Integral Transference white paper explains how seven mono channels can transfer full 
integral data for each designated group by using sophisticated metadata and INTEL code, extracted via a previously implemented 
design function. 

A modular design function establishes an evolutionary architecture that can be gradually pieced together over time to 
achieve an ideal state system. For instance, if someone cannot afford a seven channel discrete whole sound playback system they 
can first buy a “percussion and bass breakout system” that would breakout the bass guitar, percussions, and the bass drum, 
utilizing special rendering appliances for these sound sources, while down-mixing the other sound sources, playing them over a 
traditional stereo type format or via a point source appliance for combined sound groups. Over time, as resources permit, a 
consumer can add additional rendering appliances and change a down-mix to apply to whatever sound sources do not have 
special SMIT rendering appliances. Furthermore each rendering appliance can be modular as well, gradually being built up from a 
partial integral form to a full integral form over time. 

Also key to this modular design function is the fact that modules can be replaced and/or upgraded as needed. This 
allows for cheaper components to be used at first, making it more affordable for the masses, relying on a system’s novel 
configuration for sound improvement. Over time, better quality element modules can be added to create incrementally better 
source resolution. The breakout of discrete sources should retain a linear “cost” to “sonic improvement” curve.  However, the 
refinement of source resolution will eventually result in an exponential curve similar to the one we are experiencing now with 
current paradigm(s), however this could be well into the future. The bottom line is that consumers will get a bigger bang for their 
buck using SMIT-based technologies, for some time to come. 

It is reasonable to conclude that derivative analogs will play an important role in the commercial viability of any new 
reproduction paradigm (based on the fact that only a small share of the market will be able to afford a fully optimized 
reproduction system, at least in its introductory state).  The debate must focus on the type and nature of derivative analogs, and 
whether or not compromises inherent to each derivative form are temporary or permanent.  If a given derivative form excels in 
one area (e.g. field definition) but lacks in another area (e.g. source resolution), it may still be considered superior to a derivative 
form that lacks in field definition (e.g. mixing occurs) but incorporates high end components.  Furthermore one derivative form 
may introduce temporary impedances to ideal state conditions which can later be phased out, for instance via addition of more 
rendering appliances, while another derivative form may impose permanent impedances, like in the case of “mixing”.  The 
manner by which derivative forms are classified and evaluated will need to be developed further and refined, but a foundation for 
this process is enabled by the OPSR presented in this paper. 

All of the derivative states mentioned here, along with an endless number of variations, can be objectively defined and 
reproduced because of a baseline standard created by a given original event or a given reference standard representing an original 
event.  Being able to manage and control such variations throughout a transference process is a key enabling technology for B .

The Prescribed Analog

A prescribed analog is essentially any original event analog or reproduction analog that is mandated by an artist, 
system, or consumer, to produce a set of physical-acoustical dynamics in accordance with predetermined criteria.  Taking into 
consideration the Nth degree configurability proposed by an integral analog system, it is possible to prescribe any simple or 
complex sound event for use as an original event (sound production) or as a reproduced event (sound reproduction), based on 
analog data either extracted from an original event or created by an artist or user.  If a producer would like to prescribe a lion’s 
roar scaled for a small indoor venue it can be prescribed using a standardized articulation reference system.  For instance, if a 
user desires a group of lions roaring in a simulated outdoor venue, that can be prescribed as well.  Scaling of this type is currently 
available in the signal processing domain only, no system currently on the market offers discrete source scaling on the rendering 
side of the equation simply because there are no fully integrated reproduction systems available that are capable (even in theory) 
of reproducing a perfect analog of an original event, in this case multiple lions roaring.  Even “perspective” can be prescribed, 
mandating whether or not the lions are in the near field or far field, as the integrated wave shape changes depending on a source’s 
originating perspective.  Virtually any type and kind of sound event can be prescribed using a fully integrated integral domain 
reproduction system. 

Generalized systems for prescribing standard rendering criteria, to be transferred from an authoring phase to a 
rendering phase, can also exist.  The framework for such a general system would be based on the same type of ideal state 
devolution that has been presented by the OPSR for generalizing a fully integrated rendering engine. 

Most of this paper is dedicated to applying the OPSR to an ideal state objective, integral accuracy, on the basis that if a 
reproduction system can perfectly reproduce an integral analog of an original sound event, then it should also be capable of 
reproducing any sound that can be captured, modeled, or defined, whether of natural origin or not, whether it is in an integral 
form or not.  However it needs to be pointed out that even though there is a correlation between integral accuracy and consumer 
edification, there are also differences.  Sometimes a distorted sound, or a derivative form of a sound, might be more appealing to 
a consumer than a perfectly accurate version of the same sound.  One of the primary objectives for an ideal state reproduction 
system is to perfectly reproduce a modeled sound event, as defined by an artist or producer, and to give consumers a full set of 
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control options allowing alterations to a given sound event according to personal preference criteria.  It starts with a capability for 
integral accuracy, but when you add in a capability for Nth degree controllability and configurability a final output can have a 
wide range of derivative analogs or other forms of modified analogs.  Being able to prescribe an analog, first as an artist and 
second as a consumer, provides a means for achieving both the “integral accuracy” objective and the “(E) optimization” 
objective, utilizing a common paradigm. 

Another form of a prescribed analog can exist in the form of (E)models and personalized (E)gorithms.  (E)models can 
be developed through research and development performed in listening laboratories so certain sound reproduction methods and 
certain modifications and derivatives and hybrids of natural wave forms can be determined to be appealing to all people or certain 
groups of people. (E)gorithms appeal to specific preferences by specific people as opposed to (E)models which appeal to a 
broader spectrum of people within certain broader type parameters. (E)gorithms can eventually be programmed into each 
individual system once his or her preferences are determined. For instance, someone might like the percussion to be stronger than 
someone else and therefore most of the sound reproduction that they experience will have an elevated percussion level. Some 
may desire to hear full integral wave form reproductions while others may desire partial-projection only. Some may require 
certain ambience to be reproduced, others may prefer no ambience to be reproduced.  Such (E)gorithms can be easily 
programmed or adjusted during a playback process according to each individual’s criteria—all a result of the OPSR and an 
intrinsic ability to prescribe reproduction analogs. 

 
Salient Characteristics of  B

Since B serves as both a realization of C and a reconciliation of A and C , the salient characteristics of B go far 
beyond its ability to achieve the lofty objectives of the so called Sonic Holy Grail.  It also must present a viable opportunity for 
commercialization.  The OPSR presented in this paper establishes a strong basis for commercial viability through the novel 
technologies proposed for optimizing virtually every aspect of a sound reproduction equation.  Listed below is an outline of some 
of the novel technologies related to B .

1. Integral Transference 
A. Integral analogs for sound events comprised of integral analogs for sources, can be captured, transferred, and 

rendered in their integral form, or any prescribed modified form. 
 B. Integral diagnostic vehicle – a diagnostic tool capable of capturing and discretizing a sound source’s integral 

wave using N nodal points correlated with a transfer function for inverting the N nodal points for application 
using a point source array format (EXT).  Integral analogs for events are derived as a compilation of source 
integral analogs integrated over space and time domains. 

 C. Integral command and control over all objects, modules, and components results in unprecedented control and 
diagnostic capabilities for sound production and reproduction. 

 
2. Compound Rendering Architecture 

A. Multiple rendering engines can be integrated together for optimum reproduction of a discretized sound field. 
 B. Rendering perspective can dictate engine parameters, as in the case of near field and far field rendering. 
 C. Near field rendering engine can be comprised of a plurality of rendering engines each one customized for a 

specific type of sound source. 
 D. Supplemental rendering engines can be used to help control and condition reverberant effects. 
 
3. Integrated Amplification Means 

A. Ideal state conditions dictate that discrete sources retain a segregated amplification means so each means can be 
tailored for a given source’s optimum wave amplification analog. 

 B. Because of full control over a fully integrated rendering engine, directivity patterns for each source can be 
controlled and altered for optimization of field amplification and resonance, via predetermined algorithms for 
optimizing the intraspace dynamics among propagating sources. 

 C. Being able to control the macro/micro relationships within an integrated environment allows for such 
relationships to change as overall volume changes, or as a function of predetermined criteria. 

 
4. Integral Amplification 

A. Integral amplification is amplification of a source’s wave, not just a signal representing one directional 
component of that wave.  With SMIT, the wave itself can be amplified. 

 B. Even amplified partial analogs can provide quantum leap results over current amplification methods. 
 
5. Integral Command and Control (ICC) 

A. Full control over a fully integrated system yields ideal state conditions and can produce virtually any desired 
result.  A new way to define art and render art also needs a new way to control art, as it passes through the 
recording and reproduction processes. 

 B. Such control leads to a means for defining art, first in its integral form, then derivative form, or any modified or 
prescribed form. 

 C. ICC also leads to an integrated means for controlling the transfer and rendering of art.
D. ICC also leads to an integrated means for diagnosing and equalizing art.
E. ICC also leads to a means for defining personal preferences regarding sound articulation and content structure, 

[(E)gorithms]. 
 
6. Modular Design Function (MDF) 

A. A modular protocol for evolving systems and harmonizing technologies can be derived from an ideal state 
devolutionary process as presented in this paper. 

 B. MDF manages the evolution of derivative analogs as each level of increased definition and increased resolution 
brings us closer to a fully-integrated perfect analog. 

 
Other characteristics salient to B also exist and are covered in the Integral Transference white paper.  The 

characteristics itemized here are a result of the OPSR.
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New Curve Dynamics 
 
There are many quantum leap advantages that a fully discretized system provides over a standard composite system.  

To this author it is analogous to the advantages of a discretized digital domain over a continuous analog domain.  It is not too 
inferential to say that the OPSR and SMIT together present a digitalization (segmentation) of the entire transference process 
including the rendering of the all important spatial domain.  The control and diagnostic capabilities for a fully optimized, fully 
discretized architecture and protocol establishes a basis for optimized process control, for reproducing perfect analogs of original 
sound events or any prescribed modified analog. 

Because of the modular nature of the proposed technology, it is likely that consumers will adopt such a paradigm shift 
once they become aware of the quantum leap improvement in sound it can produce (via demonstration) and the fact that they can 
build their systems over time, possibly first breaking out percussion and bass instruments then adding additional segregated 
rendering appliances as time and budgets allow.  For the first time in a long time there will be a noticeable difference in sound 
quality when comparing a $10,000 system to a $100,000 system, each level of expenditure bringing a consumer closer to the 
elusive “perfect analog” and perfect “hyper analog” as described in this paper.  The figures below are two illustrations of how a 
new curve dynamic can be established as a result of the OPSR presented in this paper. 
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The OPSR can lay claim to the enablement of two new curves, both helpful in evaluating commercial viability for 
OPSR-based technologies.  One is a plot of sonic improvement in terms of cost, as previously disclosed.  The other is a plot of 
consumer (E) in terms of amplitude (see Fig. 19).  This curve indicates that there is significant room for improvement in terms of 
how power is disbursed throughout a listening area and, its impact on (E) in terms of amplification and perceived loudness. 

With the stereo paradigm, a given piece of content can be enjoyed at elevated levels of volume only up to a certain 
point.  There is a threshold point at which continued elevated amplification begins to degrade a consumer’s level of enjoyment.  
There are several factors that can contribute to this threshold point including component colorations and distortions, acoustic 
characteristics of a given room, dynamics of a given mix, among other things.  Obviously some of these characteristics can 
change from venue to venue, from content to content, and from system to system, but one aspect is common to all of them, the 
reproduced content is a composite “mix” of an originally integrated event and, as such, the “mix” intrinsically limits a rendering 
engine’s ability to discretely articulate and amplify an ensemble of sources for maximum effect. 

The OPSR proposes a much more eloquent and proficient method for amplifying a musical sound event.  By discretely 
amplifying some or all of an event’s sound entities, each discrete entity can be articulated and amplified using a rendering 
appliance optimized for its unique sonic characteristics.  Furthermore, using an integrated amplification means presents 
additional capabilities that are nonexistent in composite type rendering engines, features like optimization of discrete source 
resonance, dynamic adjustability of individual sources as a function of overall system volume, discrete source diagnostic 
capability, and equalization of discrete entities (for instance, allowing the output of drums to be equalized without effecting other 
instruments), and even discrete control over ambience and other room dynamics.  The bottom line is that “sound event 
amplification” can be optimized by optimizing the articulation and amplification of discrete entities within a given sound event.  
Intraspace dynamics and their impact on overall resonance can be optimized via an integral command and control means for 
controlling the macro/micro relationships among discrete entities within a given sound event.  Other means for optimization also 
exist and have been covered in this paper. 

Asking consumers to replace old hardware with new hardware may be hard enough, but asking them to replace their 
current collection of content with new specially recorded content would seem too much for consumers to accept, unless 
something very special occurs, something that can move a consumer emotionally in ways never before achieved in terms of 
consistency—perfectly amplified, perfectly articulated sound in addition to good content of course.  We have all had special 
experiences listening to good music on a good sound system or at a well tuned live sound event, but more times than not our 
sonic experiences are not nirvana-type sound experiences usually due to the limitations detailed in this paper including problems 
related to “mixing”.  Even the best of the best sound systems today are at the mercy of how well a piece of content is “mixed” 
and whether or not component colorations help or hinder the paradigmatic distortions intrinsic to the concept of “mixing”.  It is 
not too speculative to presume that a sound reproduction technology capable of overcoming such limitations and capable of 
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delivering jaw dropping nirvana experiences on command, will be in high demand despite a requirement for new hardware and 
specially recorded content.  It will however be imperative that any new technology be backward compatible in terms of being 
able to play old paradigm recordings (CD, MP3, etc.) on a new paradigm system even if the benefits of a fully-integrated system 
are not realized when listening to such recordings.  This is a feature that can easily be achieved via methods similar to DVD-A 
and SACD where the players for these formats can play standard CDs in addition to discrete multichannel recordings. 

 
Modular Design Function

One of the many merits of the modular design function is that it presents an evolutionary means for phasing in new 
hardware, allowing for integration of old paradigm hardware with new paradigm hardware.  An integral part of this issue is the 
nature of the proposed compound rendering architecture where essentially two types of rendering engines work in conjunction 
with one another, one specially configured for near field rendering where field definition and source resolution can be critical, the 
other rendering engine specially configured for far field wave front reproduction.  Since stereo and surround sound paradigms are 
of the far field type (composite, plane wave articulation) there is no need for them to be replaced, only augmented, by an 
integrated near field rendering engine.  A near field rendering engine can be phased in as an incremental optimization of near 
field rendering duties, gradually taking over the overtaxed far field rendering engine already in place. 
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Seven channels of (mono) or (mono+stereo) can be encoded onto a storage medium for decoding and processing by an SMIT player.  All seven channels are 
routed to their respective specialized rendering appliance for a fully segregated rendering based on a 7 channel group protocol†.

Seven channels of (mono) or (mono+stereo) can be encoded onto a storage medium for decoding and processing by an SMIT player.  The remaining channel can 
go unused or more likely would be used to transmit supplemental farfield reinforcement data via stereo output.  The six active channels are routed to their highly 
specialized‡ rendering appliance based on a 7 channel source protocol.

As storage mediums become less inhibiting and eventually a nonfactor in terms of bandwidth and the number of channels transmitted, the number of breakout groups will eventually be any 
desired number up to the total number of sources for any given event.
Highly specialized rendering appliances are made primarily for rendering one specific type of sound source and while it can work with other sound source signals, the wave propagation will 
only be accurate when a predesignated source signal is fed to it, unlike universal designs like spheres and partial spheres capable of reconfiguring their propagating dynamics based on a 
source model.  It is likely that the highly specialized appliances will be used in special applications like "live events" and other "consistent source" applications.
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Fig. 20 
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A key objective for the OPSR is to optimize a reproduction venue so that both near field and far field rendering engines 
(and any other desired rendering perspectives) can be optimally used in conjunction with one another.  For music only 
applications this might mean “applying an integrated near field engine for optimum musical instrument reproduction while using 
a surround sound/stereo far field engine for ambience and reinforcements”.  With the use of an integrated near field engine, each 
musical instrument or musical instrument group can be segregated and customized for reproduction and amplification of 
acoustical properties unique to a given source or family of sources.  Fig. 20 illustrates how, via a calibrated modular design 
function, various musical instruments (and instrument families) can be phased in over time as part of a compound rendering 
architecture’s near field engine.  The illustration first demonstrates how an entry level system may be comprised of “percussion 
and bass breakout”, rendering the remaining instrument groups together via an existing stereo or surround sound setup, a type of 
“augmented stereo”.  As resources and budgets allow, further group breakout can occur resulting in a complete group breakout 
with seven customized rendering appliances.  For highly specialized rendering of sound events where a known source is constant 
(constant source designated for rendering via a highly customized rendering appliance), a congruent shaped appliance can be 
used.  This type of congruent wave rendering could prove valuable when high levels of amplification are required, when a 
source’s output is projected onto an audience within a very near field.  A source’s congruent wave shape quickly evolves into a 
spherical wave, but for extreme accuracy at extreme levels of amplification, it may be best to utilize a congruent shaped 
rendering appliance.  As a note, for the Fig. 20 example, the input data would be the same for all three rendering options.  Each 
option would not require a separate encode, the different outcomes would result from the data processing that occurs after the 
data is decoded from a storage medium, along with the design attributes of a customized rendering appliance. 

For cinema applications, a near field engine of the type proposed, optimized for music applications, can be used for a 
movie’s soundtrack and possibly dialog tracks, while a far field engine can be used for environmental ambience and moving 
sound like an airplane flyover or bombs exploding around an audience.  Other combinations of the compound rendering engines 
can also be used.  In the near future, the number of available channels and the amount of available bandwidth will become less of 
an inhibiting factor, increasing the prospect for more resolution points and more macro/micro rendering engines.  The sound 
industry must begin looking harder at what can be enabled when bandwidth becomes a non-factor.  How can an increase in 
available channels and bandwidth best be used to optimize the achievement of ideal state objectives, objectives like integral 
accuracy and distortion-free amplification?  The OPSR presented in this paper establishes a basis for optimizing the use of all 
available resources including “number of channels”, “bandwidth”, “venue dynamics”, etc., by utilizing a fully-integrated 
supermodular architecture that can be reconfigured and scaled according to any prescribed model or analog. 

 
Home Theater of the Future

The following is a speculatory look at home theater technology based on OPSR theory. 
 
A few years from now it is likely that home theater systems will be radically different from what we are used to today.  

We will likely have a revolutionary near field rendering engine for rendering music and other near field events.  This novel 
rendering engine will likely be comprised of a frontal array of speaker appliances of various shapes and sizes, blended together 
esthetically, designed to replicate the precise dynamics of actual musical instruments, purely amplified in a way that sends chill 
bumps through you every time you listen to it.  Supplementing the frontal array of music reproducing loudspeaker appliances, 
will be an advanced version of our current surround sound system.  This far field rendering engine will be used to render 
composite wave fronts ranging from discrete ambience, to environmental simulation, to special resonating effects used by artists 
and producers as a new tool for creating nirvana sound experiences.  Regardless of how it is used, the compound rendering 
architecture of the future will take us places we have never been before and give us options as a consumer that we have never had 
before. 
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Fig. 21 presents one configuration for an optimized home theater setup.  It is very likely that as source rendering 

becomes more integrated, individual rendering appliances will become much smaller in size than the appliances illustrated here, 
depending on the size and shape of a playback venue and the prescribed intensity level for a given piece of content.  One thing is 
for certain, a higher resolution sound sculpture will be directly related to the degree of integration that occurs on the rendering 
side of a sound reproduction equation. 

Scientists have established a direct relationship between loud music and “feeling good”10. Just imagine the state of this 
relationship when ideally articulated music is ideally amplified.  “Sound” is very unique in the sense that it can be amplified.  
Vision can be enhanced, but it is rarely amplified.  “Turning the volume up” with sound when correctly implemented can be a 
gripping, spine-tingling, experience for all of us.  Theoretically, perfecting the purity of sound reproduction along with perfecting 
the amplification process is likely to establish a new curve for sound related experiences and the technologies that produce them. 

 

Conclusion 
 
Because of the supermodular approach introduced by the OPSR and Integral Transference paradigm, virtually all 

aspects of a sound reproduction process can be optimized.  Field definition can be optimized as each object source can retain a 
discrete reproduction means, creating actual definition not just perceived definition.  As a result of discrete source rendering, 
each source can be customized or configured to replicate the precise sonic characteristics of a representative source, resulting in 
optimized source resolution.  An amplification process can be optimized by separately amplifying the outgoing wave fronts for 
discrete sound objects within an integrated event.  A macro field can be amplified more proficiently by monitoring and 
controlling the intraspace dynamics between sources, as the overall volume for each discrete source is amplified.  An integral 
command and control system can make adjustments to outgoing amplified wavefronts for each discrete source to help harmonize 
constructive interference created by an interaction of multiple discrete sources, as a function of amplitude (discrete and 
combined) and as a function of resonance (discrete and combined).  This type of Nth degree control enables an ideal state 
amplification process, especially appealing for music where amplification of complex fields are an integral part of an experience. 

Another important discovery to emerge from the OPSR presented in this paper is the modular design function and its 
potential impact on rapid commercialization of the proposed new technology.  Unlike traditional “composite” reproduction 
systems, the SMIT approach allows for gradual introduction of segregated rendering appliances, each one adding a noticeable 
degree of definition and realism to a reproduced sound event.  Wave field synthesis, for instance, requires a full array of 
loudspeakers and a significant amount of signal processing to create a composite wave field that may be accurate for some wave 
fronts, but not as a compilation of near field wave fronts, each retaining separate control and diagnostic functions in addition to 
customized rendering functions.  It is very difficult to do partial wave field synthesis or partial ambisonics and expect to gain 
much improvement over existing stereo and surround sound applications.  However, with OPSR, each time partial integration 
occurs, for instance percussion and bass breakout, while other sources remain mixed, a noticeable improvement occurs.  This 
establishes SMIT as a viable commercial technology even when partially implemented, and leads toward “forward compatibility” 
with fully integrated systems as proposed by this paper.  This type of modularity is an important feature of the OPSR protocol. 

The benefits of a segregated transfer means and an integrated rendering engine go far beyond improvements in “sound 
field definition” and “sound source resolution”.  The ultimate value of such a system may be found in its ability to more 
proficiently amplify and scale a complex sound event by discretely amplifying and scaling an event’s constituent parts.  Further 
benefits include being able to discretely diagnose and control discrete parts for more efficient diagnostics, equalization, and 
personalization purposes.  All of these features are examples of how a fully optimized reproduction means can provide a quantum 
leap improvement in process control and sound quality over unoptimized composite-type systems which presently dominate A .

Jaron Lanier, renowned scientist and one of the founders of virtual reality is quoted as saying, 
 
“…the goal of virtual reality is not to thoroughly describe and reproduce physical reality (a project that 
might well be impossible) but to understand human cognition well enough to engage the human nervous 
system in an evolving game of illusion.”11 

While this may temporarily hold true for visual simulations, it no longer holds true for acoustical simulations.  The 
Integral Transference paradigm presents both theory and technology for duplicating a sound event’s precise physical-acoustical 
properties, including the intraspace dynamics among a plurality of discrete sound sources, especially important for music-only 
applications.  While current state-of-the-art technologies for reproducing sound rely on perceptual cues and other illusionary 
schemes for crafting pseudo-realistic soundfields, the OPSR presented in this paper presents an objective means for reproducing 
perfect analogs of original sound events, analogs that remain stable even when highly amplified.  The OPSR presented establishes 
a basis for achieving many of the once elusive Sonic Holy Grail objectives. 

 

10 Marks, Paul. “Music for the Sacculus: A Blast from the Past.” New Scientist. 19 Feb. 2000. 1 Apr. 2002 <http://cogweb.ucla.edu/EP/Sacculus.html>. 
11 Brockman, John. The Next Fifty Years: Science in the First Half of the Twenty-First Century. May 2002. p. 217. 


